Automatic mispronunciation detection plays a crucial role in a computer assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) system. The main purpose of mispronunciation detection is to judge whether the pronunciations of a non-native speaker are correct or not. In general, the process of mispronunciation detection can be divided into two parts: 1) a front-end feature extraction module that generates pronunciation detection features based on an input speech segment and its associated reference acoustic models; and 2) a back-end classification module that determines the correctness of the pronunciation of the speech segment according to the output of a classifier that takes the pronunciation detection features of the segment as the input. The main contributions of this work are three-fold. First, we investigate the use of two state-of-the-art acoustic models, respectively based on deep neural networks (DNN) and convolutional neural networks
(CNN), and compare their effectiveness for the extraction of discriminative pronunciation detection features. Second, we experiment with different types of classification methods and propose a novel integration of DNN-and CNN-based decision scores at the back-end. Third, we provide an extensive set of empirical evaluations on the aforementioned two modules and associated methods based on a recently compiled corpus for learning Mandarin Chinese as the second language. The experimental results reveal the performance utility of our approach in relation to several existing baselines. 
除此之外我們還需要知道目標發音(正確)的音素 與其它任意音素 的比值，也就是 LPR，其公式可以定義成： LPR( , , O ) = LPP( , O ) − LPP( , O )
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